WEEK 3 your week with
OCT 19 - OCT 25 FULCO LIBRARY

MONDAY -19
FULCO CELEBRATES:
BREAST CANCER
AWARENESS MONTH

TUESDAY -20
FULCO CELEBRATES:
OCTOBER IS
NATIONAL BOOK MONTH

WEDNESDAY -21
STREAMING STORYTIME:
MEAGAN STONE
11:00 AM EST - FACEBOOK
I’m Me by Sara Sheridan
It’s Okay to be a Unicorn by Jason Tharp

THURSDAY -22
STREAMING STORYTIME:
ERIN PARKS
11:00 AM EST - FACEBOOK
Such A Little Mouse by Alice Schertle
Amazing Autumn by Jennifer Marino Walters
Fall Is Not Easy by Marty Kelley

FRIDAY -23
STREAMING STORYTIME:
MEAGAN STONE
11:00 AM EST - FACEBOOK
Felix Eats Up by Rosemary Wells
The Big Trip by Alex Willmore

LET’S GET COOKING:
HOMEMADE PIZZA DOUGH!
3:00 PM EST - FACEBOOK
Learn to make delicious homemade pizza dough that rivals your favorite pizzeria! Directions for two different topping options are also included.

FITNESS:
FALL INTO FITNESS
AFTER 50
10:00 AM EST - FACEBOOK
Fall into fitness after 50 
(Giving your mobility a face lift) Learn the four fitness components FACE for mobility and an active lifestyle.

MAKER WEDNESDAY:
FLYING BAT ON A STICK
2:00 PM EST - FACEBOOK
Let’s Go Battly! Make a Flying bat!

IMAGINATION STATION:
ABBY SPASSER
2:00 PM EST - FACEBOOK
Storytime for Elementary Children
The Day the Crayons Quit by Drew Daywalt

ALL BOOKED UP:
AARON BROWN
3:00 PM EST - INSTAGRAM
Do you love YA Lit? Let’s chat about Words on Bathroom Walls by Julia Walton

BOOK BREAK:
ELIZABETH PUCKETT
4:00 PM EST - FACEBOOK
Adults - Take a break with an excerpt reading of The Reason for Flowers by Stephen Buchmann

BOOK STREAM FOR TWEENS:
FAN ART FRIDAYS
4:00 PM EST - YOUTUBE
Join Youth Librarian, Leslie as she shares YOUR fan art. Don’t forget to send in your fan art to fulcolibrary@fultoncountyga.gov
Thank you for liking and subscribing to our channel!

BOOK STREAM FOR TWEENS:
ABBY SPASSER
4:00 PM EST - YOUTUBE
Join Abbey as she discusses Ghost Squad by Claribel A. Ortega.
Don’t forget to send in your fan art to fulcolibrary@fultoncountyga.gov
Thank you for liking and subscribing to our channel!

SUNDAY -25

All programs free and open to the public. Programs are for educational purposes and the contents are not endorsed by the Fulton County Library System or Fulton County Government.
#fulcolibrary  #resolvetoread